
Anti Lost Alarm
　 Anti lost alarm is to solve and prevent the loss of people, pets, bicycles, files, bags and other items for you,prevent flip a 
portable security products。Anti-lost composition by the master and slave。The slave machine placed or pasted on the need to protect 
the object, the master to carry。When the protected object away from the slave a certain distance (0-600M range），the master will 
whistle alarm（Sound pressure≤90db），Warning note。Electronic anti lost alarm controlled by a microcomputer, using wireless spread 
spectrum communication，Multiple sets of electronic anti-lost in the same place at the same time, the phenomenon of mutual string 
machine interference will not occur，It has four kinds of text version - simplified Chinese, English, Japanese, Traditional Chinese
。
　　Main configuration parameters:：3 axis gravity sensor, bright OLED display (bright light clearly show) 128 wireless data 
encryption,2.4G operating frequency globally，Ultra-small size。Meet the worldwide radio frequency regulations:：ETSI EN 300 328 and 
EN 300440 (Europe),FCC CFR47 Part 15 (U.S.) and ARIB STD-T-66 (Japan)。

ONE  Suitable for use of the range

　　Children, the elderly anti-lost；
    Pet anti-lost；
    Bicycle anti-theft；
　　Wallets, bags anti-stolen；
　  Office documents, articles defense touch；
　　Carry goods anti-forget；

TWO  Product Features
    Anti-lost composition by the master and slave。
The slave machine placed or pasted on the need to
 protect the object,the master to carry.
Long press the call button 2 seconds to enter the menu 
mode(Anti-lost anti move search), select the appropri-

ate scene parameters. 

Working status display(With anti-lost, anti-action, 
the search for the three modes)

Lock key
Left key

Call button
OK button

Lock key
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name          parameters

sensor           3 axis gravity sensor

display           128*64 OLED White display

Key           Normal state:lock, call, unlock

                          Menu state: down, OK,right 

power           LIR2450 battery

Operating voltage         wide supply voltage range(2v~3.6v) 

The buzzer           maximum sound 90 decibel

Data Encryption           128 wireless data encryption

Frequency           2400 ~ 2483.5 MHz

modulation           DSSS QPSK Spread spectrum

                          communication

Range                   Up to 600 m

 

Temperature         -40°C ~ +85°C

size         (40 x 59 x 11mm)

Master weight                    20g                      

Slave weight                     15g          

       Meet the worldwide radio frequency 

Accreditation           regulations，ETSI EN 300 328 and EN 

                           300440 (Europe), FCC CFR47 Part 15 

                          (U.S.) and ARIB STD-T-66 (Japan) 

certification                        CE FCC

三 Product technical parameters

Anti-lost alarm master (with screen)and slave from the exterior view

FOUR  Application scenarios show

4.1、Children, the elderly, Pet anti-lost

When the pet or child (slave) beyond the parameters set by the 

host, the master buzzer alarm(Sound pressure≤90db), short press 

the unlock button, cancel the beep.

4.3、Important objects anti-touch
　　At work,when temporary emergency leave, the slave placed on 

articles or documents and the master dynamic mode and parameters 

by setting the anti-touch,the slave just slight movement, the 

master will beep alarm, so as to achieve purposes that the first 

time to know someone turning.

4.4、anti-forget

　　Errands often easily forgotten document or article, the slave 

placed on the important items, the master anti-lost mode and 

parameters by setting a certain distance, when leave the master 

beep alarm, prevent forgotten。

4.2、Wallets, bags anti-stolen

　　Public places, wallet and other items easily into the 

target of criminals, by setting the master anti-lost mode and 

parameters, can effectively prevent the loss of personal and 

property.

　

4.5、search
　　The master settings into a the search mode, When the 

master search out of parameters within the slave, master will 

be issued beep sound alerts, the the search is successful.

Pet loss

Bus anti-theft

Bicycle anti-theft

Articles Anti-lost

Search alert

 ·Starting work
      After parameters are saved,short press key into the set working 
condition.when the slave machine outside the set range,

THREE  Instructions
1 Installing the battery
   Open the master, slave battery cover,The button batteries face up, 
negative down
2 Boot
   Long press the call button 2 seconds,Until the display 
brightness,Said a successful boot.
3 Language switching
   Long press the call button to enter the scene selection,long press  
language switching.Short press to enter the parameter setting,Short 
press to enter the settings completed.short press to select 
save.short press to save language.

5 Switch scenes

After unlocking,repeat step 3

6 Standby

The master no action, after 30 seconds standby automatically

Short press key ,long press key 2 second,Until the screen is off, the master 
standby.

 ·Feature set
　　 Anti-lost: Close,Medium, far three modes，Press key to adjusting 
the parameters

　　Anti-touch：MAX、Comm、MIN three modes，Press  key to  adjusting the 
parameters

Lost                Touch               Search

　Search scene without parameters set
　　 After the completion of the parameter settings，short press key to 

4 Operating mode
   Long press the call button to enter the scene selection,press scene 
switching.There are scenes switchable:
Anti-lost,anti-touch,search.Selected scene and click on the key to 
determine.

  Scene Selection     Switch languages     Save the language         

Close anti-lost：Open without interference environment 10 meters, and 
more than that will alarm
Medium anti-lost： 200 meters, and more than that will alarm
Far anti-lost： 300 meters, and more than that will alarm
Specific distance based on the actual environment, can only be used as a 
reference！

Min anti-touch：Level and flip orientation requires intensity 
touched alarm,suitable for sports occasions

Packing List
1 The master 1pcs and The salve 1pcs
2 Rechargeable battery 2pcs，model：LIR2450
3 Battery Charger 1pcs
4 Pendant 2pcs
5 Manual


